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Blood Urea Nitrogen in the Early Assessment
of Acute Pancreatitis
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Background: Objective assessment of acute pancreatitis (AP) is critical to help guide resuscitation efforts. Herein
we (1) validate serial blood urea nitrogen (BUN) measurement for early prediction of mortality and (2) develop an objective BUN-based approach to early assessment in AP.
Methods: We performed a secondary analysis of 3 prospective AP cohort studies: Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH), June 2005 through May 2009; the Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group (DPSG), March 2004 through March
2007; and the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
(UPMC), June 2003 through September 2007. Metaanalysis and stratified multivariate logistic regression adjusted for age, sex, and creatinine levels were calculated
to determine risk of mortality associated with elevated BUN
level at admission and rise in BUN level at 24 hours. The
accuracy of the BUN measurements was determined by area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
analysis compared with serum creatinine measurement and
APACHE II score. A BUN-based assessment algorithm was
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derived on BWH data and validated on the DPSG and
UPMC cohorts.
Results: A total of 1043 AP cases were included in analysis. In pooled analysis, a BUN level of 20 mg/dL or higher
was associated with an odds ratio (OR) of 4.6 (95% confidence interval [CI], 2.5-8.3) for mortality. Any rise in
BUN level at 24 hours was associated with an OR of 4.3
(95% CI, 2.3-7.9) for death. Accuracy of serial BUN measurement (AUC, 0.82-0.91) was comparable to that of
the APACHE II score (AUC, 0.72-0.92) in each of the cohorts. A BUN-based assessment algorithm identified patients at increased risk for mortality during the initial 24
hours of hospitalization.
Conclusions: We have confirmed the accuracy of BUN

measurement for early prediction of mortality in AP and
developed an algorithm that may assist physicians in their
early resuscitation efforts.
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CUTE PANCREATITIS IS A

common cause for hospitalization worldwide. Each
year, there are over 200 000
hospitalizations for acute
pancreatitis in the United States, at a direct cost exceeding $2 billion.1,2 Although
most patients experience only mild, selflimited disease, up to 20% experience a
more severe form of illness that can be lifethreatening.3-6 Most patients who ultimately require treatment in an intensive
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care setting are transferred from the general medical ward during the first 24 to 48
hours of hospitalization.7 Therefore, management during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization is an important phase of treatment for patients with acute pancreatitis.
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Since the publication of the Ranson criteria nearly 40 years ago,8 an objective approach to the early assessment of acute pancreatitis has been the focus of a great deal
of clinical investigation. Although numerous clinical scoring systems9-12 and candidate biomarkers 13,14 have been proposed, none of these approaches has
become incorporated into routine clinical practice. Despite its limitations, the
APACHE II score (Acute Physiology and
Chronic Health Enquiry II10) remains the
assessment scale most often recommended for evaluation of patients with
acute pancreatitis.3,5,15
Practice guidelines in acute pancreatitis also call for vigorous fluid resuscitation in the early treatment of acute pancreatitis.16 To evaluate the effectiveness of
initial resuscitation efforts, physicians rely
on physical examination findings and results of laboratory tests. In this regard, sur-
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rogate markers of intravascular volume status such as hematocrit or blood urea nitrogen (BUN) levels can provide
valuable feedback regarding a patient’s response to initial resuscitation efforts. To help determine which routine laboratory test might be the most useful in the early
assessment of patients with acute pancreatitis, members
of our group recently conducted a retrospective cohort
study from 69 US hospitals.17 In that study, we determined that serial measurement of BUN was more accurate than hematocrit measurement for the early prediction of mortality in patients with acute pancreatitis.
The purpose of the present study was to develop an
objective approach to early clinical assessment of acute
pancreatitis based on serial BUN measurements. Our first
aim was to validate early changes in BUN level as an early
risk factor for mortality using prospectively collected data
from the United States and the Netherlands. Our secondary aim was to develop an algorithm based on early
changes in BUN to help guide clinicians in their early resuscitation efforts.
METHODS

PATIENT POPULATION
AND DATA COLLECTION
We collected data from 3 concurrently conducted prospective
cohort studies of acute pancreatitis. All centers used the same
criteria for diagnosis of acute pancreatitis. Specifically, patients were required to satisfy at least 2 of the following 3 criteria to confirm the diagnosis: (1) typical epigastric abdominal pain; (2) elevation in amylase and/or lipase levels to at least
3 times the upper limit of normal; and (3) confirmatory findings on cross-sectional abdominal imaging. In addition, each
of the studies calculated the APACHE II score based on the worst
(most extreme) laboratory and vital sign measurement obtained during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization. All patients were managed with initial fasting (nil per os) at the time
of hospitalization. Specific resuscitation parameters including
frequency of laboratory monitoring were determined by individual treating clinicians according to standards of practice
within each institution. Within each study cohort, patients were
enrolled at the time of admission and observed until hospital
discharge. Ethical approval was obtained from the appropriate institutional review board for each of the individual cohort
studies as well as from the partners health care institutional review board for the present combined study.
The Markers of Severity in Acute Pancreatitis study18 was
conducted at Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH) from June
2005 through May 2009 for the purpose of evaluation of prognostic markers in acute pancreatitis. Details of the data collection methods used in this study have been previously published.18 All patients directly admitted or transferred to BWH
with a diagnosis of acute pancreatitis during the study period
were eligible for participation. Patients were identified prospectively based on lipase level elevation and/or admission diagnosis codes. Demographic data were obtained through patient interviews. Specific clinical parameters that were
prospectively collected included vital signs, laboratory test results, and fluid resuscitation parameters. Medical records were
obtained for all transferred patients admitted during the study
period.
The Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group (DPSG)18,19 cohort consisted of data collected from 15 Dutch hospitals from March
2004 through March 2007. The hospitals included 8 Dutch uni-

versity medical centers and 7 major teaching hospitals. The ethics review board of each participating hospital approved the protocol of the cohort study. The study cohort consisted of patients
with a first attack of acute pancreatitis potentially eligible for
participation in a prospective randomized controlled trial on
the use of probiotics in severe acute pancreatitis (the Probiotic Prophylaxis in Predicted Severe Acute Pancreatitis
[PROPATRIA]) trial19; registration No. ISRCTN38327949). The
cohort for the present study was restricted to patients randomized to the placebo arm of the PROPATRIA trial and to patients who could not be randomized due to exclusion criteria
(eg, predicted mild disease).20 Patients not randomized in the
context of the PROPATRIA trial continued to have prospective data collected regarding clinical parameters and laboratory tests for the duration of their hospitalization.
The Severity of Acute Pancreatitis Study (SAPS)21 was conducted at 2 tertiary care hospitals of the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) from June 2003 through September 2007 for the purpose of evaluation of early prognostic
markers in acute pancreatitis. All patients directly admitted or
transferred to UPMC with a diagnosis of acute pancreatitis during the study period were eligible for participation. Patients had
demographic, radiographic, and laboratory data prospectively
collected. Details of the collection methods used in the SAPS
study have been reported previously.21
To evaluate the role of serial BUN measurement as an early
prognostic marker, we limited our analysis to patients who had
at least 2 BUN measurements collected within 24 hours of hospitalization. Specifically, patients were required to have BUN
data collected at admission and a repeat value taken at 24 hours
(±6 hours) for study inclusion. For purposes of uniform data
presentation, units of BUN are presented as milligrams per deciliter. To convert BUN to millimoles per liter, multiply by 0.357.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We conducted 2 sets of analyses: evaluation of serial BUN measurement for the early prediction of mortality in acute pancreatitis and development of an approach to early assessment based
on serial BUN measurement. For our evaluation of BUN levels
for early prediction of mortality, we conducted a meta-analysis
using data from each of the included studies to determine the
impact of an elevated BUN level at admission or a rise in BUN
level during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization on risk of inhospital death. A threshold of 20 mg/dL was used for admission
BUN based on previously published findings.17 To evaluate the
effect of a rise in BUN level during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization, changes in BUN value were dichotomized as an increase (ⱖ0 mg/dL) vs decrease from admission value. Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated
for each parameter for individual studies and then pooled using
a random-effects model. The I2 test was used to evaluate for heterogeneity between studies (Comprehensive Meta-analysis software Version 2; Biostat, Englewood New Jersey).
We then compared mean admission BUN values and mean
change in BUN level at 24 hours according to survival status
(fatal cases vs survivors) using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test
within study cohorts. The Cochrane-Armitage test of trend was
used to evaluate the relationship between extent of elevation
in admission BUN measurement as well as the extent of the rise
in BUN level during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization with
subsequent in-hospital mortality.
We used multivariate logistic regression to obtain effect estimates adjusted for age, sex, and serum creatinine level for admission BUN measurement and change in BUN level at 24 hours.
Admission serum creatinine value and change in serum creatinine value were included in this model to determine whether
the impact of BUN level on risk of mortality was independent
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BWH
642 Potentially eligible

DPSG
579 Potentially eligible

121 Excluded
61 Lack of BUN at admission
60 Lack of repeat BUN at 24 h

521 Included in BUN study
(no loss to follow-up)

UPMC
186 Potentially eligible

205 Excluded
42 Lack of BUN at admission
163 Lack of repeat BUN at 24 h

36 Excluded
3 Lack of BUN at admission
35 Lack of repeat BUN at 24 h

374 Included in BUN study
(no loss to follow-up)

148 Included in BUN study
(no loss to follow-up)

Figure 1. Sources of the study population. Potentially eligible subjects were those originally included in each individual study cohort. Further eligibility for the
present study was restricted to patients with serial measurements of blood urea nitrogen (BUN) during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization. BWH indicates
Brigham and Women’s Hospital cohort; DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group cohort; and UPMC, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center cohort.

Table 1. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of the 3 Study Cohorts

Characteristic
Age, median (IQR), y
Women, %
Cause, %
Biliary
Alcohol
Post-ERCP
Idiopathic
Hospital transfer, %
APACHE II score, median (IQR)
Mortality, %

BWH
(n=521)

DPSG
(n = 374)

UPMC
(n = 148)

52 (41-62)
51

57 (41.0-70.0)
44

53 (39-67)
46

43
19
12
11
12
7 (4-11)
3.7

57
18
20
5
13
6 (4-10)
7.8

36
14
14
27
43
6 (3-10)
3.4

P Value a
.003
.14
⬍.001
.28
⬍.001
⬍.001
⬍.001
.001
.04

Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Enquiry II10; BWH Brigham and Women’s Hospital cohort;
DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group cohort; ERCP, endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography; IQR, interquartile range; UPMC, University of Pittsburgh
Medical Center cohort.
a  2 Test for categorical variables or ANOVA for continuous variables, as appropriate.

of renal function. We also tested for interaction between change
in BUN level and change in serum creatinine level.
To evaluate accuracy of serial BUN measurement for prediction of mortality, we plotted a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve based on BUN level at admission and change
in BUN level at 24 hours. Accuracy of this model was compared with a similar creatinine-based model and the APACHE
II score by comparison of area under the ROC curve (AUC)
according to the methods described by DeLong et al.22
To develop a BUN-based approach to early assessment (the
initial 24 hours), we used recursive partitioning to develop an
assessment algorithm that incorporates both the BUN level at admission and a patient’s change in BUN level after initial resuscitation for use in the evaluation of patients with acute pancreatitis. Specifically, we applied Classification and Regression Tree
analysis (CART, version 6.0; Salford Systems, San Diego, California) to identify specific thresholds for BUN level at admission and change in BUN level at 24 hours that were associated
with either increased or reduced risk of in-hospital mortality in
the BWH data set. We used a supervised approach to CART analysis in which we prespecified that model development should proceed according to a manner that reflected clinical practice such
that admission BUN level was a forced entry as the first split variable followed by change in BUN level at 24 hours. Based on a
priori knowledge, we specified an initial threshold of 20 mg/dL
for BUN level at admission.17 All model development was performed exclusively using BWH data with 10-fold crossvalidation and the Gini index as split criteria. Following model
development, we applied the BUN assessment algorithm to the
UPMC and DPSG cohorts for validation purposes.
Unless otherwise noted, all statistical programming was performed in SAS statistical software, version 9.2 (Cary, North Caro-

lina). All reported P values are 2-sided, with ␣⬍.05 threshold
used for significance.
RESULTS

STUDY POPULATION
Data from 1407 potentially eligible cases of acute pancreatitis were available from the 3 study cohorts. Figure 1
illustrates the composition of the study cohorts after application of the study exclusionary criteria. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the cases included
from each study are listed in Table 1. There were a total
of 521 patients with acute pancreatitis included from the
BWH cohort (median age, 52 years; 51% women); 374
from the DPSG (median age, 57 years; 44% women); and
148 from UPMC (median age, 53 years; 46% women).
The most frequent cause of pancreatitis was biliary in all
3 cohorts. There were differences between study cohorts with respect to age, cause of pancreatitis, proportion of hospital transfers, and mortality.
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients excluded based on lack of serial BUN measurements are listed in Table 2. A significant proportion of
excluded patients were hospital transfers (26% transfers in BWH, 60% transfers in UPMC). Excluded patients also tended to have mild severity of disease as measured by median APACHE II score.
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hours of hospitalization is presented inFigure 2B. In pooled
analysis, a rise in BUN level during the initial 24 hours of
hospitalization was associated with an overall OR of 4.3
(95% CI, 2.3-7.9) for mortality (I2 ⬍0.0001).
As shown in Figure 3A, there was a significant trend
toward increased mortality with higher levels of BUN at
admission for the BWH and DPSG cohorts (BWH CochraneArmitage trend, P⬍.001; DPSG trend, P⬍.001) but not
in the UPMC study (UPMC trend, P=.14). Change in BUN
level at 24 hours differed among fatal cases vs survivors in
each of the 3 individual study cohorts (BWH mean change
in BUN level, ⫹1.3 mg/dL among nonsurvivors vs −2.5
mg/dL among survivors [P=.01]; DPSG, ⫹6.3 mg/dL vs
−0.5 mg/dL [P⬍.001]; and UPMC, ⫹12.0 mg/dL vs −1.8
mg/dL [P=.003]). Figure 3B displays the relationship between extent of rise in BUN level at 24 hours and subsequent risk for in-hospital mortality. A greater rise in BUN
level at 24 hours was associated with increased mortality
in all the study cohorts (BWH Cochrane-Armitage trend,
P⬍.001; DPSG, P⬍.001; and UPMC, P=.05).
We constructed an age-, sex-, and creatinineadjusted multivariate logistic regression model to investigate the independent effect of admission and 24-hour
change in BUN level on risk of mortality. Table 3 lists
the adjusted effect estimates for each of the 3 study cohorts. Both admission BUN level and change in BUN level
at 24 hours were independent predictors of mortality in
the BWH and DPSG cohorts. By contrast, only a rise in
BUN level during the initial 24 hours was associated with
increased risk of mortality in the UPMC cohort. Overall, there was evidence of significant positive interaction between change in BUN level and change in serum
creatinine level (P=.03) during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization such that patients with a rise in both BUN
and creatinine levels had significantly increased mortality compared with either parameter alone.
Table 4 presents the AUC of a 2-variable BUN model
(admission value and change at 24 hours) compared with
AUC of a similar model using serum creatinine reading
as well as the APACHE II score. In each of the study co-

BUN LEVELS FOR THE EARLY
PREDICTION OF MORTALITY
Admission BUN values were significantly higher among
fatal cases compared with survivors in the BWH and DPSG
cohorts: BWH mean level, 38.9 mg/dL for nonsurvivors
vs 17.7 mg/dL for survivors (Wilcoxon rank sum P⬍.001);
DPSG, 27.6 mg/dL vs 18.7 mg/dL (P⬍.001). The BUN values were also higher among fatal cases in the UPMC cohort, but the difference was not significant (22.8 mg/dL
vs 17.6 mg/dL) (P=.11).
The forest plot for risk of hospital mortality associated
with an elevated admission BUN level (ⱖ20 mg/dL) is presented in Figure 2A. In pooled analysis, an elevated BUN
value at admission was associated with an overall OR of
4.6 (95% CI, 2.5-8.3) for in-hospital mortality (I2 ⬍0.0001).
The forest plot for the risk of hospital mortality associated
with a rise (ⱖ0 mg/dL) in BUN level during the initial 24

Table 2. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
of Patients Excluded From the Present Study Owing
to Lack of Serial BUN Measurements

Characteristic
Age, Median (IQR)
Women, %
Cause, %
Biliary
Alcohol
Post-ERCP
Idiopathic
Hospital transfer, %
APACHE II Score,
Median (IQR)
Mortality, %

BWH
(n=121)

DPSG
(n=205)

UPMC
(n = 40)

52 (41-62)
60

57 (41.0-70.0)
51

53 (39-67)
57

41
15
21
11
26
5 (3-8)

62
18
15
5
10
6 (3-8)

40
20
15
10
60
5 (3-6)

2.5

3.9

5.0

Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; APACHE II, Acute Physiology
and Chronic Health Enquiry II10; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; BWH Brigham
and Women’s Hospital cohort; DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group
cohort; ERCP, endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography; IQR,
interquartile range; UPMC, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center cohort.

A
Cohort
BWH
DPSG
UPMC
Overall

OR (95% CI)
7.612 (2.690-21.536)
3.728 (1.716-8.099)
3.098 (0.500-19.186)
4.596 (2.551-8.280)

Z Value
3.825
3.324
1.215
5.079

OR Survival

P Value
<.001
.001
.22
<.001
0.01

0.1

OR Mortality

1.0

10

100

10

100

OR (95% CI)
B
Cohort
BWH
DPSG
UPMC
Overall

OR (95% CI)
4.900 (1.924-12.481)
3.373 (1.454-7.825)
19.931 (1.080-367.836)
4.279 (2.321-7.888)

Z Value
3.332
2.831
2.012
4.659

OR Survival

P Value
.001
.005
.04
<.001
0.01

0.1

OR Mortality

1.0

OR (95% CI)

Figure 2. Mortality risk forest plots. A. Risk associated with an elevated blood urea nitrogen (BUN) level (ⱖ20 mg/dL) at admission. Random-effects model was
used for pooled analysis. B. Risk associated with a rise in BUN level (of ⱖ0 mg/dL) at 24 hours. Random-effects model was used for pooled analysis. BWH
indicates Brigham and Women’s Hospital cohort; DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group cohort; and UPMC, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center cohort.
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A

B
16

60

BWH n = 521 (P <.001)
DPSG n = 374 (P <.001)
UPMC n = 148 (P = .14)

14

BWH n = 145 (P <.001)
DPSG n = 172 (P <.001)
UPMC n = 55 (P = .05)

50

12
40

Mortality, %

Mortality, %

10
8

30

6
20
4
10
2
0

0
0-5

5-10

10-15

>20

15-20

0-5

Admission BUN, mg/dL

>10

5-10

Rise in BUN at 24 h, mg/dL

Figure 3. In-hospital mortality. A, Mortality by blood urea nitrogen (BUN) level at admission. B, Mortality by extent of rise in BUN level during initial 24 hours of
hospitalization. BWH indicates Brigham and Women’s Hospital cohort; DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group cohort; and UPMC, University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center cohort.

Table 3. Multivariate Logistic Regression Analysis of Risk of In-Hospital Mortality Associated With Elevated BUN Level
at Admission and Extent of Rise in BUN at 24 Hours Adjusted for Age, Sex, and Creatinine Level a

Cohort

Admission BUN

Rise in
BUN at 24 h

Admission
Creatinine

Rise in Creatinine
at 24 h

BWH
DPSG
UPMC

2.0 (1.3-3.0)
1.6 (1.1-2.5)
1.0 (0.2-4.5)

2.6 (1.5-4.4)
1.8 (1.3-2.5)
2.9 (0.5-18.0)

1.0 (0.7-1.4)
0.9 (0.6-1.4)
0.5 (0.03-8.1)

0.8 (0.3-2.4)
1.0 (0.7-1.5)
6.4 (0.9-47.8)

Abbreviations: BUN, blood urea nitrogen; BWH Brigham and Women’s Hospital cohort; DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group cohort; UPMC, University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center cohort.
a All data reported as odds ratios (95% confidence intervals); effect estimates provided are for every increase of 5 mg/dL in BUN or 0.5 mg/dL in creatinine.

horts, the BUN model performed similarly to serum creatinine and the APACHE II models for prediction of mortality (BUN model overall, AUC=0.84; creatinine model,
AUC=0.79; and APACHE II score, AUC = 0.80).
A BUN-BASED APPROACH TO EARLY
ASSESSMENT OF ACUTE PANCREATITIS:
CART ANALYSIS
We applied a CART analysis using data from the BWH
cohort to develop a quantitative approach to patient assessment that incorporates serial BUN measurement during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization. We specified
an initial threshold of ⱖ20 mg/dL for BUN at admission. Among patients with an elevated BUN level at admission, a decrease in BUN level of at least 5 mg/dL during the first 24 hours of hospitalization was associated
with significantly reduced mortality in the BWH cohort
(2.9% vs 15%) (2 P = .01). By contrast, a rise of as little
as 2 mg/dL or more was associated with increased mortality among patients with a normal BUN level at admission (6.7% vs 0.9% mortality) (2 P = .008).
The algorithm performed similarly when applied to the
DPSG and UPMC study cohorts (Figure 4). In each study
cohort, patients with an elevated BUN level at admission

Table 4. Accuracy of Serial Measurements of BUN
Compared With Serum Creatinine and the APACHE II Score a
Cohort

BUN

Creatinine

APACHE II

BWH
DPSG
UPMC
Overall

0.84 (0.70-0.94)
0.82 (0.74-0.90)
0.91 (0.83-0.99)
0.84 (0.79-0.90)

0.86 (0.78-0.94)
0.74 (0.63-0.84)
0.96 (0.94-0.99)
0.79 (0.72-0.86)

0.89 (0.81-0.98)
0.72 (0.63-0.82)
0.92 (0.85-0.98)
0.80 (0.74-0.87)

Abbreviations: APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health
Enquiry II10; AUC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve;
BUN, blood urea nitrogen; BWH Brigham and Women’s Hospital cohort;
DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group cohort; UPMC, University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center cohort.
a Accuracy determined and reported as AUC (95% confidence interval);
accuracy of BUN and creatinine measurement determined by logistic
regression model including admission value and change in 24 hours.

that did not decline by at least 5 mg/dL after 24 hours of
hospitalization were at the highest risk for in-hospital mortality (15%-21%). By contrast, patients with an elevated
BUN level at admission that declined by 5 mg/dL or more
after 24 hours had a substantially reduced mortality risk
(0%-3.2%). Among patients with a normal BUN level at
admission, those with an increase in BUN level of 2 mg/dL
or more at 24 hours experienced significantly increased
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Overall study cohort
521 BWH
374 DPSG
148 UPMC

Elevated BUN at admission
(≥20 mg/dL)?

No
372 BWH
262 DPSG
98 UPMC

Yes
149 BWH
112 DPSG
50 UPMC

BUN increases by
≥2 mg/dL at 24 h

BUN decreases by
≥5 mg/dL at 24 h

No
342 BWH, 0.9% mortality
195 DPSG, 1.0% mortality
79 UPMC, 0% mortality

Yes
30 BWH, 6.7% mortality
67 DPSG, 15.0% mortality
19 UPMC, 11.0% mortality

No
68 BWH, 2.9% mortality
31 DPSG, 3.2% mortality
17 UPMC, 0% mortality

Yes
81 BWH, 15.0% mortality
61 DPSG, 20.0% mortality
33 UPMC, 9.1% mortality

Figure 4. Algorithm for serial blood urea nitrogen (BUN) measurements in the early assessment of acute pancreatitis. Results are based on CART analysis (Salford
Systems, San Diego, California) developed using BWH data with subsequent application to DPSG and UPMC study cohorts. BWH indicates Brigham and Women’s
Hospital cohort (0.9% vs 6.7% [P=.008] and 2.9% vs 15.0% [P=.01], respectively); DPSG, Dutch Pancreatitis Study Group cohort (1.0% vs 15.0% [P⬍.001] and
3.2% vs 20.0% [P=.03], respectively); and UPMC, University of Pittsburgh Medical Center cohort (0% vs 11.0% [P=.004] and 0% vs 9.1% [P=.21], respectively).

mortality (6%-11%) compared with those whose BUN level
did not rise by this amount (0%-1%).
COMMENT

We have confirmed that both an elevated BUN level at
admission and an increase in BUN level during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization are independent risk factors for mortality in acute pancreatitis. Using data from
3 concurrent prospective cohort studies conducted in the
United States and Netherlands, we have also demonstrated that serial BUN measurement provided accuracy
comparable to the more complex APACHE II score for
early prediction of in-hospital mortality. We have incorporated these findings into an assessment algorithm based
on early changes in BUN level that may provide useful
information to physicians during their initial management of patients with acute pancreatitis.
A great deal of research has focused on development
of approaches to early risk stratification in acute pancreatitis. Various approaches have included clinical
scoring systems such as the Ranson criteria,8 modified
Glasgow,23 APACHE II score,10 and others,9 including
our group’s recently developed simplified BISAP score
(Bedside Index of Severity in Acute Pancreatitis).12 Additional approaches have included use of inflammatory
markers such as C-reactive protein14 or interleukin
(IL)-6 and IL-8.24 Prior studies have also evaluated the
potential role of specific routine laboratory tests in predicting outcome in acute pancreatitis.25,26 However,
none of these approaches has gained widespread acceptance in clinical practice. Because there is no specific
pharmacologic treatment for acute pancreatitis, an ideal
prognostic marker should help guide physicians in

their approach to accepted interventions such as fluid
resuscitation.
The potential importance of BUN level in the early assessment of acute pancreatitis has been noted previously.
A rise in BUN level of 5 mg/dL or more at 48 hours was 1
of 11 criteria originally established as part of the Ranson
score.8 The BUN level has also been featured in several multifactor clinical scoring systems in acute pancreatitis.9,12,25 However, many additional routine laboratory tests
have also been suggested for early assessment in acute pancreatitis, most notably hemoconcentration (serum
hematocrit).27,28 Unfortunately, attempts to validate the role
of hemoconcentration have failed to confirm the accuracy of this test as a prognostic marker in acute pancreatitis,29-31 likely owing to the heterogeneity of patient populations studied.31,32
Early changes in BUN level may reflect several important physiologic processes in acute pancreatitis. In addition to intravascular volume depletion, a rise in BUN level
may be secondary to impairment in renal function or potentially concurrent upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Renal failure is a relatively common form of organ dysfunction among patients with acute pancreatitis.33 Nevertheless,
an elevated BUN reading at admission or rise in BUN level
during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization was an independent risk factor for mortality even after adjusting for
changes in serum creatinine level. The incidence of clinically significant gastrointestinal hemorrhage (⬎500 mL of
blood loss) was tracked in the BWH cohort and found to
be less than 2%, making this an unlikely explanation for
the impact of increasing BUN level on risk of mortality.
In a recent study of 69 US hospitals, our group determined that serial measurement of BUN was the most accurate routine laboratory test for prediction of mortality
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when compared with the serum hematocrit, creatinine, calcium, white blood cell count, and glucose assays.17 That
study was limited by use of retrospectively collected administrative data. Since then, Faisst et al34 have also determined that an elevated admission BUN value was associated with prolonged stay in an intensive care unit
among a selected group of patients with severe acute pancreatitis. The present multicenter study has now validated the role of serial BUN measurement for prediction
of mortality across 3 independent cohort studies. Although the admission BUN value was not a significant risk
factor for mortality in the UPMC study cohort, we attribute this finding to the smaller sample size, as evidenced by the wide confidence intervals for this study cohort depicted in Figure 2A and B. This finding reinforces
the importance of the multicenter nature of the present
study.
To extend the clinical application of the current study
findings, we developed and validated an approach to assessment of patients with acute pancreatitis based on early
changes in BUN level. Among patients with an elevated
BUN value at admission (⬎20 mg/dL), a decrease of at
least 5 mg/dL at 24 hours was associated with reduced
risk of in-hospital death. By contrast, among patients with
a normal BUN value at admission, even the slightest rise
in BUN level (ⱖ2 mg/dL) was associated with an increased risk of mortality.
There were several potential limitations to the present study. First, there were differences with respect to
patient demographics and clinical outcomes among the
study cohorts. We therefore used a random-effects model
in the meta-analysis and conducted a series of stratified
analyses to evaluate the effect of early changes in BUN
level on risk of mortality. A second limitation was the
exclusion of patients based on lack of serial BUN measurements. This is a potential source of selection bias because all management decisions, including collection of
laboratory test results, were left to the discretion of each
patient’s individual treating physician. To evaluate the
extent to which this may have affected our study findings, we have presented a summary of the demographic
and clinical characteristics of the patients excluded from
the present study (Table 2). In general, patients excluded from the study had milder disease as evidenced
by lower APACHE II scores during the initial 24 hours
of hospitalization. There were also a high percentage of
transferred patients excluded from the BWH and UPMC
study owing to an inability to obtain initial hospitalization records. Nevertheless, the mortality rates among the
3 cohorts included in the present study are consistent with
other reports of acute pancreatitis.5,35,36
In summary, we have confirmed the accuracy of serial BUN measurements for the early prediction of mortality using data from 3 concurrently conducted prospective cohort studies of acute pancreatitis. An elevated BUN
value at admission or a subsequent rise in BUN level during the initial 24 hours of hospitalization was an independent risk factor for mortality. We have developed an
algorithm based on early changes in BUN level that may
help clinicians evaluate a patient’s response to early resuscitation efforts in acute pancreatitis.
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INVITED COMMENTARY

BUN Level as a Marker of Severity
in Acute Pancreatitis
Simple, Universal, and Accurate

A

cute pancreatitis is a devastating disease, causing over 200 000 hospitalizations in the United
States annually. A cause of extensive morbidity, the per-incident mortality rate of acute pancreatitis
is approximately 5%. With no pharmacologic intervention that has proven reliable in improving clinical outcomes, it is imperative that clinicians recognize patients
with a predicted severe outcome early in their course. Early
recognition of severity allows for appropriate triage to
the intensive care unit, adequate fluid resuscitation, and
initiation of enteral feedings.
For many clinicians, the Ranson criteria remain the gold
standard for risk stratification in acute pancreatitis.1 Developed in the early 1970s as a clinical prediction model,
the criteria rely on 5 admission parameters and six 48hour parameters to determine whether severe pancreatitis is likely or unlikely. In addition, based on the number
of parameters present, the risk of mortality can be calculated (eg, presence of 5-6 criteria signals a 40% mortality

rate). The advantage to the Ranson model was its ability
to accurately calculate mortality risk using fairly simple
parameters; the obvious downside was the need to wait
48 hours prior to definitive stratification.
In an effort to improve not only on the Ranson accuracy but also its complexity, multiple subsequent scoring systems have been developed in the last 40 years. It
is safe to say that none of these systems has really offered a widely accepted, clinically useful alternative,
with the exception of the APACHE II scoring system.2
Although deemed the gold standard for predicting severity in acute pancreatitis, the APACHE II system is
complex (based on 12 physiologic measurements, previous health status, and age) and was not developed
specifically for acute pancreatitis. In addition, the score
generally requires intensive care unit level evaluation
and should only be calculated once at admission,
thereby limiting its usefulness over the course of the
subsequent hospitalization.
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